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Studies In Horace 
Chapter I 
Horace's Life Influences his Works. 
a. Horace's boyhood happy. He was brought up by his 
father. His father's teachings and their influence. 
b. Horace at Rome. The kind of education he received. 
Traces left by this education on Horace's art and works. 
c. Horace studies Philosophy at Athens. 
d. Horace~s military tribune. Permanent influences on 
Horace's life. 
e. Horace's return to Rome. Clerkship bought. 
f. Literary condition in Rome at Horace's return. The two 
literary coteries of Maecenas and Messala. 
g. General characteristics of the age. 
h. Horace starts his literary career. Finds patron in the 
person of Maecenas. Horace's shifting of political ideas 
explained. Influence of the new acquaintance upon Horace's 
life and work. 
i. Horace and his far.m. 
j. Horace's uneasiness because of love of his farm and fear of 
change in political situation. Horace poet of the go1den 
age of Augustus---------------
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Chapter II 
Horace's Character. 
1. Horace "invidus" Pride and envy. Pride manifested 
in various ways. Self-praise, infatuation of God's 
help always present. Affectation of modesty. His 
idea about other poets. 
2. Horace "itacundus" His own confession about "ira'! 
Horace partisan of peace. 
3. Horace "iners" "Inertia" in Epicurean philosophy. 
Horace avoids the trouble of city~ How Horace uses 
his time of "inertia". 
4. Horace "vinosus" What we must understand by the term 
vinosus1 Horace not slave of the belly. tis tender-
ness for wine. Good qualities attributed y Horace 
to wine. 
5. Horace "'Amator". Difference between the ancient term 
"love" and the modern term "love". Horace watches women 
with an artist's eye. Horace's ideas about "love". 
Difference in the treatment of women in Satires and Odes. 
Old Horace as a lover. 
Horace "amicus" Horace's sentimentality in friendship. 
Horace admires beauty and uprightness of heart. Ex-
cursion to Brindesium and friends. Horace and Maecenas. 
Horace "amatw patriae" The way Horace shows patriotism. 
Praise of past and present. Censor of luxury and evils 
menacing his fatherland. 
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6. Horace's"religion". Three branches of Roman religion. 
Mythical and civil religion in Horace's poetry. Horace 
pious practicer of religion. Observes holidays. Visits 
of visions. Writer of Hymns to Gods. 
7. Horace's Philosophy. Horace's attitude towards Epicurean 
and Stoic doctrines. Carpe diem. Mora ultima linea t erum 
eat - base of Horace's philosophy. Temperance. Fear of . 
Death. Vive memor quam sis aevi brevis." 
B. Horace literary critic. Horace's way of doing criticism. 
Mingling of praise and criticism. Digression. Champion 
of"native tongue." Horace as moralist praises old times, 
as literary critic censures ancient Latin writers. Horace 
divides his opponents by praising some of the old mas-
ters. Horace identifies himself with the great contem-
porary poets. 
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Chapter III 
Horace's Works. 
1. Didactic and Lyric works. 
2. Satires. Date of composition. Satire in Latin liter-
ature. Horace and Lucilius. Similarities in life of 
both writers. Horace imitator. Definition of the alas -
ical tradition of imitation. Analysis of the first sa-
tire shows Horace's relation to Lucilius and to Cynic-
Stoic popular philosophy. Analysis of Sat. I. 10, shows 
what Horace .likes and dislikes in Lucilius satire. Lu-
) I 
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cilius bewailed for lack of eipwPeia. Harshness of 
Lucilian verses explained. Lucilius's popularity dis-
likes Horace. Horace brings down satire from political 
stage to social. Satires prose in style • 
. 3. Epistles: Difference in Epistles and Satires. Per-
sonal character of Epistles. Epistles deeply philosop-
hical. Metrical elegance. Conservatism. Lack of par-
ody. More poetic passages. Horace's most original work. 
4. Ars Poetical Date of composition and persons to whom is 
addressed. Different ideas as to the model followed 
by Horace. Are Poetica and Neoptolemo of Pares. 
> " , Horace' a are poetica and Lucilius ENd~ Book XIV. 
Analysis of Ars Poetica. 
5. Horace Lyric Poetry • Carmen Saeculare. Epodes. Horace 
ninventor" in Lyric Poetry. Horace and Lucilius in Odes. 
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Different opinions on Horace's Odes. 
6. Characteristics of Horatian lyric Poetry. 
Variety of meters. Difference of modern verse and 
"ancient verse". Variety of subjects. General subjects. 
Occasional subjects. Love. Wine. Gree,k aroma. in 
Horace's poetry. Way o~ treatment of the subjects. Uni-
versal appeal of Horace's Lyric Poetry. 
7. Conclusion. 
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Chapter I. 
Horace's Life Influences his work. 
In this first chapter which is a kind of 
introduction~ I shall try to trace the effects of Horace's 
birth~ education~ military life, secretarial~~ city 
and country life upon his work. 
Horaae's boyhood was such as ought to be the 
boyhood of all creatures that make their debut upon our 
planet. It was a state of happiness. The harshness of 
parents which poisons the early life of many children was 
u~nown to Horace. Living among the beauties of country 
li~ under the care of a singularly loving parent~ he 
drank enough cheerfulness to cheer his comparatively long 
and lonely stay upon earth. The early years spent in the 
country branded on the soul of the poet the love for na-
ture which figures so greatly in his writings. venusia, 
the small, frontier village, where he was born~ was in-
habited by a vigorous folk, and though these sturdy fellows 
did not share with Horace their bodily strength, yet they 
taught him the love for independence. frugality~ and con-
tentment for what he had. Horace never forgets this native 
town, and in his Odes III.4) gives us the first, chroni-
logically, incident of his life, the pigeons that covered 
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covered him "nova fronde" in order to protect him from 
the~akes and other animals. Horace kept the love for 
country always alive in his heart and in later years when 
he was becomini weary or the tumultuous life of Rome, and 
the banquets of the "Gods" were not suiting his weak con-
stitution, he sought rest and re:Cre~ "in the arms 
of his Sabine Farm. 11 
The influence of Horace's father is too strong 
to pass unnoticed. This influence is stronger from the 
fact that Horace had no sisters or other brother, and it 
seems that he never knew a mother's caressing. This lack 
of woman-influence on Horace 1 s early life "may serve to 
explain why one misses in his poetry something of the gra-
cious tenderness towards womanhood, which, looking to the 
sweet and loving disposition of the man, one othervlis e 
would have expected to find in it." Horace's father, being 
a practical shrewd "coactor" never tires of giving his son 
lessons for the conduct in life. The way this rather taught 
his son is described in Satires I. 4. and may be resumed 
in these few words: Watch the acts of men. If these acts 
lead• to prosperity and honor, follow them; if they lead 
to ruin and shame, avoid them. 11 This was rather an effec-
tive teaching Instead of the vagv_e words, the boy had before 
him living examples. Horace himself recognizes the value of 
the lessons in eradicating from his soul the vices and im-
planting in hi:rn frugal1 ty and contentment. Sat. I. 4. 108. 
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insuevit pater optimus, hoc me, ut 
fugerem exemplis viteorum quaeque not-
ando. cum me hortaretur parce frugaliter 
atque viverem uti contentus eo, quod mi Wfse 
paras set. 
Horace, besides acquiring virtues by this kind of 
teaching, also used it in his writings. His satires are 
the result of this kind of training. He watches the follies 
of men and kindly laughs at them. 
Horace's father· was not at all desirous to ~ 
his only ~ son's education~ this practical teaching. He 
sent him to school. But as Horace says (Sat. 1. 6. 72-78, 
"noluit in Flavi ludum me mittere, ma.gne 
quo pueri magnis e centurionibus orti · 
laevo suspensi loculos tabelamque lacerto. 
At Rome Horace went to a teacher Orbilius, whom 
he playfully calls "plagosus 11 • Epistle I I 1. 1!0. We can 
easily understand what kind of education young Horace re-
ceived at Rome if we bear in mind the following statement 
1. 
by Fiske: "From the time of Isocrates reading ur~Yw6T5 
was the principal medium of instruction in the schools, 
which were designed to fit the youth of Greece and Rome for 
the practice of Sophistic eloquence. The foundation of read-
ing was laid by the study of poetry for, through pee try the 
youth was introduced into life itself with its activities 
and reflections, its sufferings and joys. Memorizing was 
employed to an extent which would gri eve the soul of the 
modern pedagogical expert and mnemoni6 systems were taught." 
1. Lucilius and HC!r' ace, page 35. 
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Horace from this kind of education acquired a first cand 
knowledge of the great masters of Greek and Latin literature, 
and no doubt exists that he turned them in his hands many 
times as he advises the Pisos in Arte Poltica 268-269. 
vos exemplaria Gracea 
nocturne. versate manu, versate di ld,.na." 
Besides extensive reading Horace received a good training 
also in paraphrase. This kind of paraphrase as Fiske shov1s 
can be done in two methods ( 1) ~O(J~ fv~~~ (variation 
of the sequence of story and argument) ( 2) JY\ ' '\A.'""'-
~ { f Qx-0r-n;tts (amplification and condensation). Horace, 
by this double process of reading and paraphrasing, was 
steeped in the works of the great masters." Taking under 
consideration the nature of Horace's literary work, which 
is in great part imitative, we can't exaggerate the influence 
of this education upon his work. 
Horace did not stop his education by le.aving the 
schools of Rome. He goes to Athens, the celebrated Uni-
versity city of the Greek-Roman world. From a statement 
of Horace himself seems that at Athens pursued philosophical 
studies. Epist. II 2. 45y46. 
scilicet ut possem curvo dignos~re rectum 
atque inter silvas Academi quAerere verum. 
Horace, however, was destined like his great predf?cessor 
in Satire to see military service. Hora~e being born under 
• 
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a republican ·regime was a republican and these did not 
hesitate to follow with other Roman youths Brutus and Cassius 
of whom he saw the statues erected at Athens besides those 
of Armodius and Aristogitum, A thing which seems a little 
strange to many critics and makes others say that Brutus 
discovered in young Horace great qualities is the fact that 
he was raised to the cf fice of tribune . But 11 the office 
of the tribunes had not so great responsibility as one 
would believe at the beginning. There was a class o£ mili-
tary trib~es who were attached to the staff of the general 
and whose powers were limited by the command of the general. " 
Though his military life was of short duration yet it left 
a permanent influemce on Horace's life. It made him acquaint-
ed with Asia,- Minor..> and Syria. Inspired in him admiration 
for disciplinary value and gained him some friends of whom 
Pompei us is one, with whom he fought at Philippi, and to 
C'-WhOm (Odes III. 7) reminds of the parmula non bene relicta 11 , 
But the greatest result of his military life is that caused 
by the confiscation of his property and threw him upon the 
shores of Italy almost helpless . 
Horace himself in Epistle II. 2. 50-54 , 
decisis humie pennis inopen que pate1~ 
et laris et di paupertas impulit audax 
ut versus Ja erem. sed quod non desit habentem 
quaepoterent umquam satis expurgare ci~tae ni 
melius dormint putem quam seribere versus. 
tells us how he was reduced to poverty and how he was 
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compelled to write verses. But Horace seems to have in-
herited from his father the practical mind so he bought 
a clerkship. 
Let us leave n~t Horace struggling among the 
difficulties and let us cast a glimpse on the literary si-
tuation at Rome at the moment of Horace's entrance to the 
capital. After the battle of Philippi, the literary views 
were changed. The forum was silent . The orator, such as 
is represented by Cicero gave place to the epigram matist and 
the poet. Even bef~e Hor~ce's return to Rome these changes 
are manifest. Licinius Calvus and Cicero were enjoying 
fame as poets, as well as orators. These poets among whom 
Horace was to throw himself had already a propensity to 
group themselves according to their political and literary 
opinions. A group was already formed , the group of Maecenas 
which in~luded Virgil, Varius Rufus (the future editor of 
Aeneid) Varus, Gallus (who presented Virgil to Octavius) 
etc. A few years later on/Messala corvinus gathered around 
him some authors of talent, ~ibulus, and others among whom 
the most known is Ovid 
The age , as it is always after great political 
upsettings, was full of opportunities for development of 
a genius . It was a great literary period, such as only 
two or three we have in world ' s literatu~e. 
Horace enters the lists and takes his place 
against the· ancient Latin national poets who were the first 
workers in the Latin tongue and the unskilled imitators 
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of the polished Greek works. "He defended the case of 
good taste and gained it for the posterity." One who wishes 
to see how Horace treats the ancient masters, Lucilius, 
Pla~tus, Catullus, etc., has but to read Satires I. 4, 10. 
(I shall analyze these Satires later on when I shall discuss 
the subject of the relation of Horace to Lucilius.) His 
attitude against the ancients was not, however, coming from 
envy against them as from envy against their contemporary 
supporters who praised· antiquity at the expense of the 
"modern" poets like Vergil, Varus, Etc. 
The Satires, the Letters and the greater part of 
Ars Poetica bear deep evidences of the attitude of Horace 
as a critic of ancient and contemporary authors and reveal 
to us Horace in his quality as a literary critic. 
Happily enough for Horace as well as for us, a 
change came into his life and this change has done much to 
tame the bitterness of his writings and turn his attention 
to nobler themes and nobler forms of poetry. The literary 
man of this age could not gain his living by his pen. The 
rich man had slaves and could, • without any legal obstacle, 
copy the authors wor~ and could even sell them. So Horace 
needed a patron. catullus found a patron also in uhe person 
of Memnius though gained nothing from thiz patronage even 
after accompanying him as far as Bithynia . Horace was far 
more fortunate. He found a patron in the person of Maecenas 
the most influential and at the same time most eccentric man 
of the age. Horace was introduced to Maecenas by Vergil 
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(Satires I. 6. 54-62) 
Horace desc~ibes his first meeting with his 
patron. Their friendship was cemented as the time went on. 
One year later Horace accompanied Maecenas on his trip to 
Brindesium 1 and on this trip we have an account in Sat . I. 
5, and three years later, received as a gift the estate 
known to all as Sabine Farm. This change in life means too 
much for a student of Horace ' s life . Many accuse him as 
apostate and unprincipled. The tribQ~e of Brutus was sold 
to the oppo~ed political party at tqe price of the Sabine 
Farm. Horace, it is true , seems inconsistent. Horace 
simply saw the Republican cause lost . He thought he could 
live without killing himself or the emperor, and as a wise 
man, consoled himself and since Augustus was not a tyrant, 
he could sing without blushing the grandeur of Augustan 
Rome. It is evident on the other side that he never speaks 
evil for the party he deserted. When he mentions Brutus, 
~kes it witl~ respect (fracta virtus Odes IL, ? 11) He is 
glad to see again his fellow in arms Pompeius and pays to 
Cato the greatest praise ever paid to a soul that has never 
been subdued. We know that he refused to become a secretary 
to Augustus and though detJ'es him (it was otherwise the 
custom of the age) yet he never def ies absolutism. Kings 
t;; ~ (1. ')) 
are feared by ld:ACB but above them is Deus . 
Horace, by his connections with such leading men 
in the state was natural that he would interest himself in 
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political affairs. His interest in his country questions 
is variously por"tl.,a.yed in his poetry as it will be shown 
when I shall touch on the question of Horace's patriotism. 
Horace , as above mentioned, received from Maecenas a farm 
whihh plays such a great part in Horace ' s work that cannot 
be passed unnoticed. 
We must at the very beginning notice that Horace 
never sold himself for this farm . He kept his own indepen-
dence . The Epistle I,? addressed to Maecenas(who seems a 
little sharp~ ordered him to come back ~CJnthis Sa~ine Farm) 
'MehUl shows that Horace preferred to lo5~ all the advantages 
gained by this friendship than give up his independence. 
The question "If Horace enjoyed his farm -life" 
is doubted by Tyrell who sees insincerity in Horace's 
statements. However , the opinion may beJone thing rem&ns 
sure that the Sabine Farm is pictu~ing too much in Horace ' s 
poetry and for that, as no ~nee will be given to treat it, 
few words will be said about it now . 
Horace received this farm when he was 31 years 
old. It was composed fo 5 small establishments: 
habitatum quin~e £oris 
quinque bonos solit~ variam demittere patrea 
This was not comprising the villa for the maintenance 
of which eight slaves were kept busy and seems nine were 
needed since Horace threatens to send Davus as ninth • 
Sats . II. 7. 1!7-118 . • 
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Occius hinC te 
ni rapis, accedes opera agro nona Sabino. 
This farm was small indeed compared with the ~ast estates 
of the rich Romans of his age, but for a bachelor like Horace 
was enough to make him cry." Hoc erat in votis (Sat. II.6.1) 
Horace loves his farm and like a lover who never tires of 
praising his love's beauty, never misses opportunity of men-
tioning it. In Epist . I. 16. 5-16. describes his farm. 
6. 60-63. 
Horace is always eager for his farm: Satires II. 
Horace is au home on his farm: Epistle I, 10-8-9. 
Vivo et regno 
simul ista reliqui quae vos adcaelum pertis 
rumore seundo' • 
... In other places Odes I~, 18-14 says, "Satis beatus unicis. 
Sabint s: and in Ode I, 31. 18 implores Apollo to keep 
him well to enjoy his blessings . The same prayer is ad-
dressed to Tuppiter (Epistle I. 18-12) 
Horace's ·love for lais farm gave him sometimes un-
easiness. ~r something - drawback would have happened to 
Maecenas or Augustus he would have lost his dear property. 
It is not but after the conquest of the Cantabres, Odes 
III. 14. 1. 
Caesar Hispana repetit penates. 
Victor ab ora~ and the defeat of the Parthians 
and Armenians (Epist. I. 12 end) 
Claudi virtute Neronis Armenium ceadit jus imperium que Phraa~tes Caesar 6 s accepit genubus 
minor . 
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when the life of Augustus was no more in danger and passions 
are subsided, Horace finds absolute tranquility and struck 
from his lyre high accents: Ode :J 14,14. 
Hie dies vere mihi festus atras 
eximat curas, ego ne e tumultum 
nee mori pe~ vim metuam tenente 
Caesare tenas . 
Odes IV . 5, and Ode IV . 15, give a glad picture of Rome 
under the wise regime of Augustus . Honesty returned to 
family life, boys are like their parents and to them a 
source of joy . The flocks safe with slat1 paces walk V'Thile 
ceres swells the corn ear, - the ships furr~J the sea over 
which safety spread its wings - conscience of men becomes 
scrupulous - no fear from Parthians or Scyt~ians or Germans . 
Condit quisque diem collibus in suis 
et vitem viduas ducit ad arbores, etc . 
The golden age was present. Horace has good eyes to see 
it. His eulogies are wa~n but not unselfish , His happiness 
is tightly connected w:it h the 11 gods 11 who m.a.de this t!P lden 
age a reality.----------------------
P A R T II 
H 0 R A C E s C H A R A C T E R 
-------
R E V E A L E D B Y H I S l 0 R K S . 
--- -----
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In dealing with Horace's character, I shall take as 
guide the line 38, Epist. I, 1, 11Invidus, i l,acu.'tldus, iners, 
vinosus, a.ma tor", and I shall keep t:b..roughout these :latin 
adjectives attributed by Horace to himself, because they permit 
me more expansion than the English words conveying their mean-
MYVo.tn, 
ing. So, under 11 irwid:u.s" I shall have the chance to deal 
with "the friend and lover". At the end of this sketch, few 
words will be said about Horace 1 s "philosophy or religion", and 
about Horace as a literary critic. 
Horace Invidus. Horace in Epist . I, 2. 57-58 speaking about 
"envy" defineS. "invidus". 9'1'\.'V L ciM.~  "W\~ ~ 1 /r¥1M' ~ 
Invidia is like the pride. The difference only 
is that the proud looks from the high to the low, while the 
envious looks from the low to the high. e are all envious 
when we struggle with diffi cul ties. So it happens vri th 
Horace on his return to Rome after the battle of Philippi, 
"decisis pennis" and "humili s" (Epist. II. 2-50) His bit-
terness in the first Book of Satires and in his Epodes shows 
Horace at his best as envious, but later on when he gains his 
standing in society, he looks with less envy towards "Beatus 
Fanius ultio delatis capsis et imagine (Sat. I 4021) and 
"Crispin!U.s minimo me provo cat (Sat . 4. 14) 11 The whole 
question if Horace is really "invidus" or not depends on the 
way one reads his attacks and advices towards the rich. Vhen, 
for example, in Odes III, 39. 9-12: 
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11 Fastidosam desere copiam", etc., 
or in Epist . I, 15. 45-46: 
vos sapere et solos aio bene vivere, quorum, etc ., 
or in Odes III . 24:3 
caementis licet oceupes, etc., 
if one really must see if Horace is pitying or envying the 
rich proprietors. Horace was a man who followed the 
+ ) J 
aurea~ mediocrit~e and can but feel pity for these greedy 
rich men. Besides that though Horace loves "his parva 1rf14ra" 
Odes II, 16-37, other things hold possession of his heart. 
Ode II, 18, l-10. 
So Horace , if ever envious, was only at his 
early career as a man of letters. If envy seems to have 
left Horace early, pride, on the other hand, continued to be 
his companion du~ing all his life time. Horace's pride is 
manifest in the fact that he praises himself over and over 
again. 
vanity. 
But one who praises himself, is liable to fall in 
u ~ 1u-e-
Horace ~  from it 
Me libertine natum patre et in tenuire 
majores pinnas nido extendine loquens" 
( Epi st • I • 2 0, 20 21 ) 
Quod si me lyrieis vatibus inseres, etc. 
(Ode I, 36. 
after the publishing of his Third Book of Odes says, in 
Odes III, 30. l 
Exegi monumentum .-ere perennius, etc. 
he is sure of his brumortality and distributes it to his 
favorite Banduslan spring and sometimes to creatures like 
-19-
Lolli us. 
Odes Il 20 give another phase of Horace's vanity or pride, 
the affection 
"Non ego, quem vocas, 
dilete Maecenas, obibo, 
nee stygia cohibebor tmda 11 et Jam, 
going to take my flight already, I amffiransformed to a swan. 
This Ode one may say is written for fun, but the same idea is 
occurring in Ode III, 4-5. 
11Auditis anme ludit amabilis, 
insania. 
Hear my divine music says he in Odes III, 25-1 
It is especially in his last lyric works that he 
reinstates with emphasis his opinion about his greatness. The 
Odes Book IIII is full of this. In odes 15 1 for example. 
In Epi st. I 1 19-23, "First I tread upon a new dis-
covered country", and line 24 says, 1 11 Parios ego primus irumb~s 
)) 
ostendi Latio, numeros animosque secutus Archiloch1 1 that is not 
absolutely true, Catullus before him djd also something. 
Another phase of his pride is the infatuation th at 
the gods are concerning themselves about him. Even in the 
beginning of his earthly career, the god sent the pigeons to 
cover him with leaves. (Odes III 4) also at the battle of Philippi 
Mercury comes and after the Homeric f~shion, carries Horace away 
from the danger (Odes II, 7. 13-14). Tin these passages the 
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fu_~y element is evident. But in other episodes, the 
tone is a little serious as in Odes II, 13. The well-
known fllling of the tree spared him, otherwise he would 
visit "'qrvae regna Proseipinae". In Odes I 22, tells us 
he was wandering in the woods thinking of Lalage . A wolf 
bigger than an A~·can leon comes . Horace is unarmed, but the 
wolf goes away and leaves the poet unharmed. In Ode II . 17-
27, repeats again, "me \uncus i llap1us cerebra, etc . 
In odes I I I , 25, 
Vestus Amicwn fontibus at choris, etc . 
In all these instances we know that Horace finds the presence 
of the divine - but Horace we know very well is an Epicurean. 
"Namque deos didici securum agere aevwn, etc. 
All these either must be taken as indicating Horace as super-
stitious, or must be taken as pure affectation (which seems 
more probable) and show one Ihase of Horace's prid.e . 
Horace ' s attitude towards his fellow creatures is 
that of an Epicurean. The whole world, according to Horace, 
is full of fools . In Satire II . 3. stretches before us the 
field of life and makes pass in procession Damasippus and 
his creditor, the miser who garners his gold, Orestes the 
murderer of his mother, Agamemnon the slayer of his daughter, 
Ajax , the Killer of the innocent lambs, the fellow who 
strangles his wife and poisons his parents, the murderer who 
administers justice to himself by killing himself , the 
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prodigal whp s.catters his patrimony to the winds,. -----
all these are fools "excepte sapiente" and, of course, HorE!,ce 
regards himself "sapiens". 
As for the opinion he holds about his professional 
rivals, it will be explained later on when Horace wifJ~htU'­
acterized as a critic. 
Horace shows great ability in pleasing the great 
ones, without lowering himself and losing his freedom of 
speech and independence. In this art he shows great delicacy. 
Above all, he says, you must avoid to be importunate with 
the "great", second, try to make yourself' desired. Satire 
II. l, 18. 
Don't give books to the "grea.tu when "he is full 
of cares or tired. Epistle I. I. 120 (cum tibi librum so-
111 cit d) damus aut r s s 0. II In Epistle I. 13' says t 0 'lhnut s' 
ut proficiscentem docui te saepe di~que, etc. 
Other way .of pleasing the "great" is the way he scatters his 
praises. In Epistle I. 16. 27, speaking to some Crispinius 
says, 
11 Tene magis sal'\U'urn populus velit an populun . etc. 
Another time writing to Lollius, Epist . I, 18. 56, andre-
minding him of his campaign, adds, "sub duoe, qui templi s 
Parthorum sign refigit nunc et, si quid abest Italis adjudicat 
armis." 
But Horace, though as above we have shovm praises, 
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Augustus and Maecenas even in places and occasions less ex-
pected, yet he never becomes a flatterer or courter in the true 
sense of the word. He seems to have kept his fr:ie ndships not 
by means that debased his pride, but by "vita et pectore puro". 
Sat. I . 2. 69 
Horace rracundus . Horace at .the end of Epistle I . 20 , among 
the number of his qualities adds also iram, '~rasci celerem 
tamen ut plaCCibilis essem. " Horace ' s ira is most manifest in 
his Satire I . 3 . He was forced to protect his private life 
and his literary value from the attacks of his enemies . The 
whole Satire breathes "iram" . In Epod. IV 1- 2 he writes to 
someone, 
Lupis et agnis quanta sortito ob~git, etc. 
In Satire II , 1 . 44-45, declares that he is a partisan of 
peace but it would be better not to tease him. 
Horace in another place in Epist . I . 29 - 48 con-
demns 11 iram" as originating "truces innnicitias et funere 
bellum. " When he makes such a statement as the above , 
Horace no doubt tried to check his "ira" and his character, 
being rather of a genial disposition, could not nourish a 
long"ira . " 
"Horace Iners" . Is Horace a lazy fellow? In dealing with this 
question we must not forget that "inertia" was attributed to 
the Gods by the Epicureans as an essential quality of their 
absolute happiness . Horace was seeking to read this absolute 
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"inertia" of his Gods. "He hates to come to Rome: quando 
cumque thahunt negotia Roman". (Ep:ls t. I. 14-16). In Rome 
there are too much things to be done. Epist. II . 2.6'7 
(.'1.. 
Hie sponsum vocat, hie auditum stiLpta relictis, etc. 
In line 84, the same letter: hie ego 1terum fluctibus, etc. 
Horace, ho·uever, in avoiding the trouble and worry of life 
does not become a good for nothing fellow. During his 
11 inertie. 11 he was storing the material which, when the hour 
came, he put in his well constructed verses. (Sat. I. 4. 133-
138). 
. 
Horace, in other words, is a man who loves to 
drerun out his time in thinking over his conduct and his 
subjects. He wrote very slowly - no doubt he was lazy in 
writing but he is well excused by the fact that his verses 
are so finished and his thoughts so clear that only slowly 
could ~J be written. 
Horace Vi no sus: The word "vi no sus" must not be separated 
from banquets and good company , because wine was always 
drunk at banquets and in good company. In Satires II 2. 93 
11 hos utinam inter heroas natum tellus me prima tulisset", who 
11 laudabant rancidum aprum. 11 But being born in age where men 
were preferring the fresh flesh of Umbrirum boarf has to obey the 
custom and Jive like his contemporariQl He never becomes a 
slave of his belly. His health forbid that. 11Indico v ntri 
bellum" says in the account of his voyage to Brindesium but, 
no doubt, was well fed. It seems not likely, however, that he 
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ruined his health by overeating and over-drinking. His 
dwt was vegetarian. His Ode to Apollo asks only olives, 
endives, mallons , and even when he invites Maecenas, he never 
mentions that special dishes ware to be prepared. But it is 
true that for the wine he bas a tenderness which is not be-
stowed upon other food stuff • • 
11Nullam Vare saua vite prius severis 
anborem. (Ode I. 18 1}. In another place he greets very 
warmly his jar of wine which saw the light the same year he 
was born . V:ine may bring "querellas, (Ode III 1. 1. 16) 
but why avoid it? Even Ca.to "quamquan Socraticis madet 
sermonibus, te neglegit horridus (Nantur et prisci 
catonis Satpe mero caluisse virtus, Ode III 2. 11-12. 
Wine is beneficient. "tu lene tonnentum, etc., Ode III 21. 
13-15. He is sorry that he has no gocrl win. He warns 
Maecenas about it. He likes one kind of wine when he is in 
his farm and another when he is by the sea-shore. (Epist. I 
15. 16-18). 
In this respect Horace seems to follow the ex-
ample of the gods who on the peaks of Olympus, drink their 
wine in company with the goddesses, and lis ten._, to the 
ma.tt~elous music of Muses and Apollo "to drink for a poet 
was to parti ci pate in the divinity. 11 
Horace 11Amator 11 • A d:i:f ference exists betvreen the modern 
term" love" and the ancient term "love 11 Love, as we under-
stand it in literary works of modern times was not so spread 
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• 
among the ancients. To-day love affairs have monopolized 
the literary productions. In ancient comedies and tragedies 
~ (if we ~cept Hippolytus of mmpides} love never becomes the 
base of the comedy or tragedy. Christianity is responsible 
for the higp place of the woman in life and literature. Horace 
was not born in Christian times. He was made for his time 
He was an artist and what struck him most was the beauty and 
the grace of the woman form. He admires in each woman some-
thing. Lalage is the owner of a shoulder which "renideC ut 
pura luna". (Odes V. 18). 
Licy.nmia has "fulgente~ occulfi (Odes II. 12.13} 
Glycera, Horace says, Urit me Glycerae nitor, etc. 
(Odes I. 195. The fact that he is observing with an artist's 
eye the woman, is also proved by his comparisons he made of 
them. Chloe is like a fawn who seeks his mother, and Lydia 
like a "trima. equa quae ludit exult metlil.itque tangi." 
sometimes this sickness is a slow chronic torment. 
"Me lentus Glycerae torquet amor meae". Ode III. 19.28) 
It renders 11 jecur ulcerosum" (Odes 1. 25. 15} Non ancilla 
tuum jecur ulceret ~lla". Epist. I. 18. 72) 
~ 
venus, like Apollo, shoots her poisonous a~ 
and cares not whom they hit. (Odes I. 33 5) 
Love makes the man lean, as Horace himself experienced 
it: - "Me libertina neque uno, 
contenta Ihryne macrat" Epod. 14. 15. 
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For that Horace takes love very lightly. Love enters to 
Horace by the eye and it seems that "it dies in the cradle 
where it lies." He changes his love as often as he pleases. 
"Unde expedire non amicorum queant, etc •• 
Epodes 11. 27. 
and finds so a complete healing. 
Cantanus vacui, vive quid urimur, 
Non praeta~olit~n laves (Od. I. 6. 19) 
It is evident that Horace in his Satires (Satire I. 2) 
treats women and love very cynically, and his Epistles show 
him a little more moderate. In his Odes, though. Horace 
shows himself placabilis yet sometimes reminds us that he 
is also "irasci celerem". 
To Lydia (Odes I. 25. 10) who seems to disregard 
him, he reminds the dreadful end that approaches her."Fleb•s 
in solo levis angiportu/ Thraccio Bacchante magis sub inter-
lunia rento. And yet this is Lydia to whom (Odes I. 13) 
he promises protection. lhen ladies are young and beautiful 
Horace pardons them for what they are doing, but when they 
are old, or despise him, he can't bear their scandalous con-
duct. (Odes III. 15) 
Horace, even in the Odes of the 4th Book which he 
wrote when he was fifty years old keeps traok of his fero-
city towards women. He writes about Lyce who left him weep 
uselessly at her door, being guarded by~ vigilant husband. 
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Odes IV. I, Odes Iv. 10, Odes IV 11 show that Horace, evan 
when he was not "qualis sub regno bonae Cinarae", yet his 
heart was very susceptible of Venus' arrows ani seems that 
the goddess does not spare him though he cries to her, 
"Faroe, preoor, preoor". (Od. IV. 1. 2) 
Horace is sometimes speaki~ about love affaire as 
expert. In (Ode II. 4. 1) he writes to Xanthia "Ne sit 
anoillae tibi amor pudori". In the next Ode he advises 
a friend who is going to marry a too young girl, 
Though his love Odes are lacking in passion and 
intensity which one meets in modern poets like Byron, Shell~y 
Lamartine, Hugo, eto., yet sometimes one meets some one that 
oan be placed, on this respect alsa, by the lyric poems of 
modern literature. Odes. I. 23, and Odes III. 9 are betray-
ing some tenderness of feeling akin to that of modern poets. 
Horace loved the women as he loved the good wine 
and the good company. He wrote odes for his friends and the 
wine, and there was no reason why he would not write odes 
for the women, who were for him the lady-friends as Vergil, 
and Maecenas were his man friends. 
Horace "Amicus" Horace in his loves seems to lack "santi-
mentali ty" in his frien:l'ships, on the other hand, shows all 
the deli~cies which lack him in love. It is so much affected 
by friendship that his language, his manners, his attentions 
are elevated to rapture. He calls Vergil and Maecenas "di-
midium animae meae". (Odes I. 3. 8. (Odes IV 17.5) 
.. 
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Horace as a friend does what lovers do. He transforms the 
very faults of the beloved person to charm4· (Sat. I. 3. 48) 
He admires in his friends sometimes their beauty, "Di tibi 
'\. Jorman, di tibi divitias dederun ate~que fntendi". (Epist. 
I. 4. 6-7) sometimes the uprightness of their hearts: "cui 
pridor et justitiae socor, incorrupta ftdes nudaque veritas." 
He uses the word "candidus" to express the impression he re-
ceives from such hearts (Sat. I. V. 41) (Sat. X. 10.11) 
In his Sat. I. 5. he gives the much discussed ac-
count of his voyage to Brindesium which containa some of the 
rapturous expressions of Horace: 
"fostera luxj oritur m, lto gratissima, etc. 
Friendships in Horace are based on memories of boyhood 
and youth: "memor ~tae non alio, etc. 
Of Horace's friends, of course, the most heard of 
) 
is Maecenas. Horace's ability for keeping the friendship of 
such an essentric nature as that of Maecenas has always been 
admired. He uses different means of which mention was made 
in Horace "invidus" and even sometimes prolongs his absence 
as absence makes the friends more dear. Horace believes in 
friendship that will continue even a~ter death . Re promisee 
tJ> 
to Maecenas that dares even death to go with him and his 
friend Septimus writes 
Ille te mecum locus et beatae, 
postulant ar~es, ibi tu oalentem, 
debita sparges laorima favillam, 
Vatis amici · (Odes. II 6. 21-
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Amator "patriae". We must not expect too much patriotism 
from an Epicurean. Yet Horace was patriotic enough. He 
fought with the Republ_icans because he thought ·that liberty 
was essential for hie country's progress. Under the Augus-
tan he is praising the state of Roman expression. In 
hie Carmen Saeculare (53-56) says, 
Iam mari terraque manus patentee 
Medus albanawque timit secures, 
Iam Scythae responsa petunt superbi 
nuper et Indi. 
Not only shows his patriotism in praising the present 
glories of Rome, but also reminds his contemporaries of the 
glorious past of the city. 
"Romulum post hoe prius anquietum, etc. 
(Odes I. 12. 33-36) (Odes IV 4. 40} (Odes. IV 4. 60) 
He censors luxury and other evils which were menacing 
his fatherland. (Odes III 6. (22-27) 
So Horace shows his patriotism in fighting for 
his country, in praising its glorious past and more glo-
rious present and in censoring the evils of society. 
Horace's"Religion" Roman religion as it is we11 known, 
was divided into three branches, the mythical religion, 
which had its place in the theatres; the nature Religion, 
which sprung from the meditations of philosophers and the 
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civil religion with its festivals and its beautiful stories 
offered to the mind more beautiful pictures than the sys-
tems of philosophers. The Greek fairy-tales came along witb 
the Greek gods to Rome and offered a good material for the 
credulity of the mob. Horace took up this material and 
utilized it in his poetry. He presents sometimes the gods 
under a ridicule form. 
Although in some place says that he is "Parous 
deorum cultor et in~quens" yet it seems that he was a 
pious practioner of religion. He observes the Holidays: 
Festo quid potuie die Neptuni ~oiam? (Ode III 28.1). In 
this case he will go to Lydia's house and "nos cantabimus 
invicem Neptunum et virides Nereidum comas, Ode III 28.10) 
In another case (Ode III 22) when he is observing the holi-
. 
v day of the "Virginia custodia montum nemonumque" he will 
kill the pig of the year~ Sometimes he is observing holi-
days that are not obligatory to him, like that of matrons. 
(Ode III 8~1). He had made a vow to sacrifice something 
and he fulfills now his vow: 
Voveram dul£6s epulas et album, etc. (Ode 
I I I a. 6) This vow is one of the many vows Horace made. 
(Odes III. 26. 3) 
He not only pays his respects to gods and goddess 
as, but also he is mindful of the nymphs. (Sat. I. 5 24) 
Vi sions are also not unknown to Horace. (Ode III 25. 1) 
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He is so dear to gods that they come to pay h~ visits: 
Velox amoenam saepe Lucretilem, etc (Odes. I 
17. 1) 
He writes hymns for the gods like that of Mercury 
(Ode I. 10) to children of Lato (Ode I. 21) and the Carmen 
Saeculare in the case Horace was chosen to lead the chorus 
of the 27 youths and young girls, singing alternatively 
the hymn to Apollo and Artemis. 
From these few references it is evident that 
Horace was a pious practicioner of religion, yet it would 
be very naive to suppose that this religion entered his 
heart and regulated hie actions. We must seek in his philo-
sophy the rules by which he conducts his acta in life. 
Horace's philosophy. Horace, as it has been said elsewhere, 
studied Philosophy in Athens. Hie education came abruptly 
to an end by his ~ilitary campaigns. But it seems that 
Horace, like Cicero, never stopped studying philosophy. The 
two great doctrines of the day were the "Epicurean Doo trim" 
and the 11Stoic Doctrine". Horace warns us to be cautious 
before enrolling him under the one or the other philosophi-
cal group. "Nullius addictus jurare in verba magistri" 
(Epist. I. 1. 14). For the most time, however, ie in the 
range of the Epicurean, though sometimes gives expression 
to some beautiful Stoic truth. "Virtutis verae custos 
rigidueque sate11es (Ep. 1. 1. 17) but for the most part 
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did not enter the camps o~ the stoics but for the sake 
o~ making fun at the end. 
Horace's whole philosophical principle may be sum-
marized in two great mottos "Carpe diem" (Ode I. 11. 7) "More 
ultima linea relumst" (Ep. I. 16. 79), that is to say, "how 
one must conduct his li~e since beyond the tomb no life 
exists." This is easy to be done. Lucre'tiP.s had shown tm 
way." Have the mini free from care and the body free from 
pains." But what if sickness comes to disturb the harmony 
of life,or death comes to interrupt forever this harmony? 
Everyone knows that temper«nce is the means to keep us healthy 
and keep away sickness. Horace knows that and takes care of 
his skin. (Ep. I. 4. 15), and this is an explanation for his 
relatively long life. He lived 57 years, more than any other 
well known Poman poet. (vergil lived 51 years; Catullus 33, 
Lucretius 43). So~e evidences of his diet also may be found 
in his account of his voyage to Brindesium. The water is 
bad, Horace does not drink (Ventri indica bellum} he avoids 
the violent exercises from fear of annoying his eyes and pro-
bably his body. (Sat. I. 5. 47) • He approaches pleasure, 
but is not willing to buy it by pain either physical or moral. 
~· ( Ep. I. 2 • 55 ) 
One can by diet, temperance, keep away the sickness 
as long as possible but no one can avoid death. Horace men-
tions eo many times death that almost one is forced to believe 
that Horace had fear of death. Yet he at the battle of PhiliJPi 
nearly escaped death, so dreaded, and may be that the escape 
made upon him a great impression. The passages Horace speaks 
of death are almost everywhere present. Odes I. 4. 13) 
(Odes III 3 . 3) contain some of the most known expressions of 
Horace about death. Horace's idea becomes darker at some 
seasons. (Epiat. I. 7. 6) The spring also britgs him sad 
thoughts. (Ode. IIII 7.) 
Even in"Ars Poetica" while writing to Pisoa about grammar 
stops one moment to say, "Delemur morti nos nostraque (63) 
and in line (70) says with more optimism "multa renaecentur 
quae jam cecidere." 
Though Horace speaks so much about death, yet he does 
not care of what will happen after death. (Odes III 29.29. 
It seems that the whole key of Horace's life lies in the ad-
vice given by the city rat to his rustic comrade: "Viva 
memor quam sis aevi brevis". 
Hor~ce lived. He tried to enjoy life in the broadest 
meaning of the word, yet always remembering that life was 
short. He adopted "auream mediocritatem" in all things, be-
cause he thought that by so doing he would enjoy most the life. 
Horace literary critic: Until now we have seen Horace, as is 
revealed by his own words, in his relation towards men, friends, 
women and gods. Now, very briefly, we shall see what Horace 
thinks o£ hie rivals in poetry and in art. 
His career begins really with criticism. He had to sus-
tain ard expand his own literary £ame. For that he had to use 
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much wisdom. He is very modest. He puts himself at 
the beginning, second to Lucilius, the inventor of the 
Satire. "Hoc erat, melius quod scribere possem/ inven-
tore minor neque ego illi detrahere aurim/ haerentem 
capiti cum multa laude Coronam/ Sat. I. 10. 46-48} 
Horace praises Lucilius he is "facetus, emunctae marls" 
but he adds, has some faults. As a skillful critic, 
Horace mingles praise with criticism - everything he says 
is accompanied by a but - - - - -
Another very conspicuous process in Horace's 
way of writing is digression. He stops with his familiar 
~ 
expression "haetenus ~. He starts another question 
and then comes back again to the question left behind. 
He very ingeniously presents himself as the 
champion of his "native tongue" against those who wish a. 
either the ancient Latin poets or the Greek writers. 
( Sat • I • 10. 30 } 
Horace as a moralist praises the good old times 
at the expense of the present. This is a very common 
infatuation. Every minister will tell you in his Sunday 
sermon how good were our fathers and forefathers, and 
how wicked the present generation. But if a god would 
transfer Horace or those worthy preachers to that age, 
they praise, they would refuse. Davus knows that and 
says to his master, 
Laudas/ ~-rtunam et mores antiquae plebis 
et idem/ si quia a~illa deus subito te14rgat usque 
recuses (Sat. II 7. 23) 
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But Horace, taken apart from his admiration for 
the "mores antiquae plebis", censures the anoient authors 
especially the tragic and comedy writer. The explanation 
of this hostility towards the highest type of art, as it 
is acknowledged to be the drama, may be found in Horace's 
nature. He detests to write for the public. He is "con-
tentus paucis lectoribus" (Sat. I. 10. 14), and a few 
verses later on says, "non ego nam satis est equitem mihi 
plaudere, ut audax/ contemplis allis explosa Arbuscula di-
xit." "Nulla talerno meos habeat neque pila libellos/ quis 
~nus insudet volgi. Hermogenisque Tigelli (Sat. I. 4. 71) 
This unwillingness to write for the "many" may have led 
him to despise the tragic and comedy authors. 
But while criticising old tragic poets, he does 
not refrain from paying some tribute, as we have seen above, 
to Lucilius and to old Ennius fro~whom he quotes in Satire 
I. 60 "Postquam Discordia taetra, belli ferratos portasque 
reflegit". Horace, by praising some of the ancient Latin 
poets, and censuring others, does not only reveal to us 
what he really loves, but also divides his opponents. The 
last weapon Horace has against his rivals is to identify 
himself with the great contemporary poets with whom he is 
on intimate terms and who, like other magistrates, have di-
vided the provinces of literature. Fundanius was alloted 
with Comedy, Pollio with tragedy, Varius sppropriated Epic 
and to Virgil adnuerunt molle atque facetum gaudentus ~e 
Camenae (Sat. I. 10 • 45) 
P A R T III 
H 0 RA 0 E' S W 0 R K S 
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Horace's works, very roughly speaking, are 
divided into two great parts. The Didactic works com-
prising Satires, Epistles, Ars Poetica (in Dactylic 
Hexameter) and the Lyric works: Odes, Epodes, CQ~men 
Saeculare in a variety of meters. Of these works we 
shall deal more extensively on the Satires, Epistles and 
Ars Poetica, and more briefly on Odes, in the treatment 
of which will be said all that is necessary about the 
epodes and Carmen Saeculare. 
Satires: Horace's satires ate in two books, the first 
published 35 B.C. and the second 30 B.C. Satire was a 
kind of literature developed at Rome independently from 
Greek influences. It was Luciluis who gave to Horace the 
, 
model satire. Though Luoiluis was not inventor of th~ 
kind of literature, yet, as he is the one who gave , it the 
lasting form is named by Horace "inventor" (Sat. I. 10. 46-48) 
As the word signifies {lanx satura = a dish filled with va-
rious kinds of food) means meddley, miscellaneous stuff. 
The big question always, in dealing with Horace's 
Satires, is ~ the measurement of the influence of the "in-
ventor" Luciluis upon Horace. Professor Fiske wrote a heavy 
volume, "Horace and Luoiluis" in which, by analyzing eaoh f 
Horace's satires and co~~~~ng it to extant fragments from 
1/11~ 
Lucilius, shows the ~~atftes~of these two Roman writers to 
the Lynio Stoic popular philosophy. 
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Fiske finds many similarities not only in the 
works of Horace and Luciliu , but also in their lives. 
Both passed their first years in a district populated by 
a vigorous frontier folk, - a social difference exists, 
however, between them. Horace is the son of a freedman; 
Lucilius is a Roman citizen of equestrian rank. This social 
difference had an influence on the relation of Horace to 
M~enas, from that of Lucilius to Scipio. Both are Greco-
Romans rather than Italians in their outlook on life and 
literature. Both studied in Athens (Fiske is of the opinion 
that Lucilius spent a short or long time in Athens). Both 
saw military service. Horaoe under Brutus; Lucilius under 
Scipio in the war of Numantia. Horace and Lucilius's atti-
tu~e towards philosophy was the same. Lucilius from Aca-
demic moved slowly to stoic theories, Horace from Epicurean 
as years go on leans towards stoicism. "Both cherished 
Stoic ideals so purged from scholastic rigidity as to con-
stitute a more humane reinterpretation of the old Raman 
•moe maiorum'"• Both men became members of the literary 
and political coteries of their period. Horace was a member 
of Maecenas circle, and Lucilius of Sciponic oirole. Both 
coteries had aims "to associate a policy of social and moral 
reform with highest intellectual enlightenment." "Their 
policy was one of reconciliation of peace as the necessary 
condition of the pursuit of the arts for the work of social 
and political reconstruction for the Romanisation of the 
world." 
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Philosophy was the bond of Sciponic circle; Poetry 
was that of Maecenas circle. Both authors "priding tbem-
se1ves upon their associations with noble patrons looked 
askance at the guild of professional poets." These are in 
summary the similarities Fiske finds in both men's lives 
Then he proceeds to show the similarities of both men's 
works. He takes as a base the statement of Porphyria "ser-
monum duos libros Lucilium secutus antiquissimum soriptorem," 
and Horace's own confession "sequor hunc, Lucanus or Apulus 
ancepr. But before h~enters, his main subject in a lengthy 
preface, discusses very admirably the question of classical 
imitatin. "Classical tradition of imitation is the idea of 
regarding the subject matter of an earlier master in any given 
genre as the common property of posterity. Hence the duty and 
the privilege of the heir to such a noble heritage is to fol-
low in the steps of his master to preserve unimpaired the es-
sentials of the great tradition, to perpetuate that ordered fr 
freedom which conditioned the growth in Greece and the conti-
nuation in Rome of all the literary genies (Page 27, Lucilius 
and Horace.) 
Having this definition as a base, Fiske proceeds 
and analyzes all Horace's satires and epistles "ars poetics". 
' The way he does it is ~ery ingen£ous and comprehensive, and 
I shall give a short sketch of it in the analysis of Satires 
I. 1-. It is an attempt to fuse together two themes, - a 
favorite of the Cynic - Stoic popular philosophy. F¥vy -
' (discontent with one's lot) and Cf t) o <tl ov-r L 00 
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(love of riches or avarice). It 
is believed that both Horace and Maximus . of Tyre (whose 
passage is cited by Fiske in the beginning of Chap. IV) 
shows a striking resemblance to the first 22 lines of 
Sati re I, have drawn material from some common source in 
Greek. The characters in both passages are the same. 
q&wf ~is the agricola of Horace, a5-cvu..J., is the juris 
/ ? J 
consultus, cn_t wu.~is the miles, and the 't-LfYJYI'IMP is 
probably the mercator of Horace. The resemblance is so 
strong that many argue that the passage of Maximus is a 
free translation of Horace's 22 lines at the beginning of 
the first satire. 
Then Fiske finds 16 passages, showing influence. 
The critical theory of 6"ta-ov cf ou.o 0~ 0 ~0 v about which 
theory Diogenes says : o~ yv~y 'a..T.foi cdJ 2;n. c:;;_p t-- uv:;;,r 
I / I / / -ct ¥r~ 7Z ( Uf t OU r&Jl"t:(.l o f do O P.f Dl. "Z:a:4 7.~ 
rlv6 I-voJJW zt}wr a':r '7 dt:hvY oJv._:l/~ iJoy ""~ ;.:;;~trotf/ . 
I mention now two or three of these 16 passages to show 
the kind of the Stoic-cynic influence on Horace. His tan-
talus line 68 is mentioned by Timon in the followi~ passage: 
f C. I I J l v- <7 1 
0 I I of a. 6 I. 0 I lD ~ 0 v 6 l 0 t. .. 1"\ y I t..t Y\ V' w (j ({.. cr b l.-0. 'V -c. ct. :A 0 s 
lJ.a-t o""C. 0 ~ u.cUf ~l £11 (J"C qt. ' t. ~ 6"LO~Ot- (_ '"VX VI ro l- t.-1 t:.~ A f lJ G{ lf> • 
Line 106 (est modus in rebus aunt certi denique fines) is 
"'JCM fv~ ttr l:LjJ t- G"C...{JYH fter examining the indebtedness 
of Horace to Cyni c-stoic popular philosophy he takes up the 
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question of indebtedness of Horace to Lucilius. The whole 
material of Horace's Satire I is compared with the three 
extant lines of Lucilius, Book 18, and the 11 lines from 
Book 19. Here is the plan according to Fiske: 
HORACE LUCILIUS 
I 
Verses 1-4 like 5 7 k 19 t /,_ ~ ,.-1.-~ '- 0(/.) ' 6 Boo ques ion of r--1 1 1 1 
15-16 
23-26 
30-32 
32-40 
60-62 
60-61-79 
120-121 
" 
" 
" 
n 
" 564 
565-566 
567 
561 
558 
559 
567 
n if .a God would say to tl!l!Em 
put away the childish idea 
" Man old pursuits the acou-
" 
n 
" 
mulation of riches. 
You should seek to aman that 
store which you might use i 
winter and de11gh t yo·urs el 
at home. 
Man without knowledge is 
marked by insatiate avar-
ice even when he has every 
thing. 
Men judge men by "tanti 
sis quantum habeas". 
Abrupt end in both. 
Fiske, after making in many pages, the above sche-
dule, brief analysis, concluded "No satire better illustrates 
the unbroken line o:f the classical tradition of free imita-
tion than these two satires of Luoilius (Book 18 ani 19) and 
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the first Satire of Horace, where both satirists are the 
devoted students of the common wisdom of the Greek Hellen-
V ,c r I :n istic satirists" v ~ o ~~ o t..Arr-~ 
~~la-r-ft-8CU:., 1 ~· 
Now, after the analysis of Satire I 1, we saw 
the relation of Horace to. Lucilius, we shall see what 
Horace likes and what he does not like in Lucilius. This 
will be shown easily by a brief analysis of the Satire I 
10 - Horace, in a previous satire (Satires I 4} talked 
about the "the legacy of literary theory which the prac-
tioe of Lucilius brqueathed to Roman literature and with 
the great satirist itself." This proves the jealous cham-
pions of Lucilius, and. Horace now in his tenth satire ana-
were: 
Nempe inoomposite dixi pede curare versus 
Luoilli! Quistam Lucil~ f~tor inepte est 
ut non hoc fateatur? Sat. I 10. 3. He ack-
nowledges that Lucilius has the ability ''diducere ric tum 
auditors risu", but he says that is not enough; something 
else also is needed: "est brevitate op-qt." "Sermone 
opus est modo,~tristi, saepe joooso" (This idea as Hen-
drickson remarks, is identical with post-Aristotlian theo-
ry o:f Comedy which demanded a union o:f f[ 1 ufl tf Y [ 6 yo o p J r) 
-u.cJ :ycyt'v/ ) 
By the last requisitve Horace demands accord-
' (../ p w Y' dot-
ing to Hendrickson, what is known under the term EI~NREIA 
and the whole phrase is an endeavor to interpret the Greek 
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;)/ w./ ~. a type of refinement and subtlety which Horace, 
among Roman writers, is one of the first to attempt to 
characterize." Then he pays his respects to this playful 
"~YV 
humor of the ~~ in a phrase often quoted "Ridiculum acri 
~rtius et melius magnas plerumque secat res. And then 
Horace bewails the inability of Lucilius to reproduce 
dfwYU-a. 
efpwreia. Hoc aunt imit andi. He failed to take that in 
which their strength lay. About this last passage, Hendrick-
son made the following important remark:- "This passage 
yields incidentally an important result for the history of 
Roman satire for it shows that the dogma of Luoilius's re-
lation to the old comedy was not an invention of Horace but 
it was a current of formulation of the genesis of Roman satire 
in Horace's days.'' 
In lines 56-65 Horace explains the harshness one 
meets in Lucilius's verses,W.O are the caus&.l."dura natura 
t) ill ius" and natura t.erum'fegardi t versiculoe magis factos 
~auntie mollius". This last explanation is a little obscure. 
Hendrickson asks ~y should Lucilius find the matter of sa-
tire a more difficult material to handle than the Greek sa-
tirist Archilochue and the comic poets? Is not the same 
case with Horace?" The answer is that "the subject matter 
is harsh in relation to the form chosen for expression." 
Lucilius in other words, tried to cast familiar matter of so-
cial and personal satire into a form which has been only em-
ployed in Latin for the epic. 
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At the end, 70-90, Horace does not like Lucilius 
popularity with the mode and reminds us of the whole atti-
tude of Horace's writings. He wrote not for the many, but 
for the few; the "elite of society". This criticism is to 
be met in the first book of satire. The second book, pub-
lished five years later on, opens with a recognition of 
Lucilius admirable qualities. "Scipiadam ut sapiens Lucil-
ius" (Sat. II 1. 16) sequor hunc (Sat. II 1. 34) but this 
change came from the fact that Horace's fame was assured 
and he feared no more his critics. 
But the chief difference between Lucilius and 
Horace lies in the difference of their social standing. 
Luciliua was an "eques"; Horace VBS the son of a freedman. 
He can't attack the "great" men of the age. He is not 
strong enough to attack political leaders. "He brings down 
the satire from political stage to social." Lucilius for 
his courage and intrepidit7 of attack may be compared with 
Aristophanes, Eupolis and the othar masters of the old 
comedy, and, as a matter of fact,"his omnia pendet", Horace 
travels downwards and finds his model in Menander and the 
new comedy. "He stands to Lucilius as Menander to Aristo-
phanes," 
Before leaving the satires for good, let us remark 
passing by, that their subject ia essentially prosaic. They 
deal with material of daily life in style as nearly approach-
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ing to the language of familiar conversation "uti nibs 
sermoni propiora" (Ja. I. 4. 42) But this, of course, does 
not exclude the supposition that some poetical passages exist 
in his Satires. Of all these, the most conspicuous are some 
epic passages used purposely to show that Horace was able to 
write epic if he wanted to do it, and some other passages of 
native description like the "P~tera lux oritur multo gratis -
sima." 
Epistles. Many criti.cs think that no difference in aim exists 
between the satires and the epistles, and plead the fact that 
once these two forms of didactic were united under one title 
as "Sermones". Others say that Satires are the attacking 
part of Horace's work and the Epistles the dogmatizing part of 
Horace's work. Of course their aims are the same; both are 
didactic forms. Satire ridicules the human kind, epistle 
can do the same. The difference seems to exist in the fact 
that the epistle is addressed to a certain known person whose 
character is familiar to the writer. This knoorledge of the 
character gives to every epistle a particular color. Each 
epistle has a peculiar character dependent on the character 
of the person to whom it is addressed, but whether there 
exists a difference or not, the fact remains that a different 
atmosphere hovers over the satires and epistles. Epistles 
are the work of Horace's mature years. Horace, with the 
times, had undergone a great change. Epist. I 1. 4. 
Ep. II. 2. 55 
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Non eadem aetas non eadem mens singula 
de nobis anni praedantur ountes eripuere jooos, venerem, convivia, ludum 
tendunt extorquere poemata; quid faciam via, 
His nature now was addressing itself to the most serious 
of all human problems, "the art of life". Aooordi~· to 
Fiske, "we find in the first book of the epistles a re-
newed effort to adopt and restate the theories of the 
popular Epicurean, Cynic, and Stoic philosophy in a form 
suited to Roman society and morals." 
From the age, the purpose and the purport, come 
the principal differences that exist between Satires and 
Epistles. 
(1) Epistles contain more philosophical stuff 
than Satires. So, for example, in his first letter to 
Maecenas, 
Fervet avaritia miseroque eupidene pectus 
virtue est vitium fugere et sapientia prima stul~­
itia caru~e - - - -
(2) As it was to be expected, the Epistles are 
superior to Satires in metrical elegance. Epistles were com 
posed at Horace's age when he was master in his art. 
(3) The age brought also, as to all human natures, 
conservatism. The man who solemnly repeats at the end of 
.... WJr ~ J 
Epistle I, 1 the Stoic idea that sapiens uno minor eat\love, 
is the same man who in his satires, makes much fun of the 
term "sapiens". 
(4l No parody exists in Epistles. "Parody is 
easy, but has not the same charm for maturity as for youth." 
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(5) Poetic passag~are more frequent in Epistles 
than in Satires. 
(6} Horace is, in Epistl~s, away from any influence 
from Lucilius. Fiske's opinion about this ia: "In the first 
book of Satires Horace's dependence to Lucilius is most 
clearly discernible in theme, thought, ttne, and sometimes 
even in language. In the second book, relations to Lucilius 
can be traced, but fewer, and it paves the way for the epis-
tles in which Horace moves for the most part more unconscious-
ly in the field he has won for himself, casting only an oc-
casional glance backward to his former master." 
We have three books of Epistles. The first book 
contains twenty letters. The second, two long ones, and the 
third, the well known Epistulam ad Pisones, more familiar 
to all students of Latin literature by the name, Are Poetics. 
Are Poetica is addressed to Piso and his sons. A differ-
ence exists as to the date of the composition of the treat-
ise and all persons to whom it is addressed. Nettleship 
judging by evidences given first : by allusions to persons 
and events (like to Virgil, Varius line 55) and secondly 
by the tone adopted by Horace in speaking about others and 
himself, and thirdly by the meter and general style of' the 
piece (meter resembles closely to that of the Epistles) 
fixes its composition before the epistles between Satires and 
Epistles. Also about the person to whom he is addressing, 
he proves that person was not Lucius Piso, Consul of 16 B.C. 
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praefectus Urbis, a~ his sons. The Piso, to whom Ars Poet-
ica is addressed, is Gnaeus Piso consul suff~ 23 B.C. 
This Piso was at one time an ardent supporter of the anti-
caesarean party, and like Horace, followed the fortunes of 
Brutus and Cassius in 42. 
Horace, in his Ars Poetica. followed a model as 
he has done in all his other works except the Epistles. 
Different opinions exist as to this model. Nettleship says, 
"It is obvious that Horace wrote with a Greek original be-
fore him. This Greek original cannot be v lA)' zt- <if '-1 GJ-O tn. 7-t u.~ 
- 711 _( 
vo\J VifL 6'- 0 '- €.-~ o uJ with which Are Poetica presents 
very few important points of contact. Porphyrins says:-
congessit praecepta Neoptolemi t,.ouJl'ftWYov non quidem omnia 
sed eminentissima." Nettleship commenting on this statement 
adds: "From one point of viflW indeed Are Poetica seems to 
bear an Alexandrian Stamp. It contains the neatly formula-
ted criticism of a refined, intelligent and well trained 
scholar, not that of a philosopher whose eye is set upon 
great things." It is evident from other statements met in 
other authors that the expression of Porphyrins "congessit 
praecepta" is correct. Horace had an author as model either 
Neoptolemos of Paros or some other one else. The idea which 
seems to be more correct is that Horace draws material from 
Lucilius. The date fixed as above is mentioned by Nettleship 
who holds this opinion. But the chief basis of this opinion 
is the analysis of an L\6'~'·'r~ or introduction on the writing 
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of Histor7, written by Lucilius and sent to Marcus Junius 
Longus,probably a younger member of the same stoic school 
of historians and Jurists who were around Scipio and Poly-
bins." Professor George Converse Fiske, in his treatise 
"Lucilius, Ars Poetica of Horace and Persiue" by a compari-
son of Ars Poetica and Book XXVI of Lucilius which contains 
') I fragments from the above mentioned '[.(.6'~ leaves no doubt 
that Horace either imitated directly or freely adopted not 
only the thought, but also the language in many cases. His 
conclusion is:- Such a detailed comparison shows by direct 
imitation, free adoption of words, scenes, thought and lan-
guage that Lucilius was the first exponent of many of the 
theories of literary criticism, hitherto regarded as pecu 
liarly Horatian, as well as the direct model of no inconsi-
derable portions of the Are Poetics.." 
Roughly speaking, Are Poetica is divided into 
two parts, (1) De Arte Poetica (1-294) (2) De Poeta ~ (295-
476). Some of the principal subjects Horace treats in his 
"Are Poetica" are the following: 
' ', 
rft": { ' Ll I ?J1 ~(.,OV (1) 1-37 • ., ... ef CA.~Ao" uLc.,...o·c/1'2-WJ(l) is conformit7 
or agreement between the several parte of a composition." 
Poem without unity is ridiculous as a medaley picture of 
all sorts of animals. 
(2) Sumite materiam vestus aegnam veribus at vereate 
diu- - ~------------
(3) You can use old words, you can coin new ones from 
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Greek, and dress them in Latin robes. 
(4) He gives a story of the various meters, Epic, 
elegiac, iambic, etc. 
(5) Roman Poets think ftingenium" is everything 
and art is nothing. Horace maintains that sense and 
philo~ophical culture are necessary for the poet. "Have 
first the words and the the words will follow." 
(6) Mediocrity in poetry is not permitted. Poet 
has a serious task. It is poetry that brought civiliza-
tion, inspired patriotism, (Homer Tyrtaeus) Don't be as-
hamed to cultivate to the utmost the poetic gift ----------
(7) Poetry is a product of nature and art ------------
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Horace's Lyric Poetry. Horace's whole body of Lyric poetry 
comprises one book of Epodee (in number 17) four books of 
odes containing 103 songs written in ninteen different kinds 
of meters, and the Carmen Saeaulare, composed the year 17 B.C. 
and sung by a chorus of boys and girls at the most solemn 
hour, the second hour of the night, when the Emperor in person 
was offering sacrifice on three altars, attended by fifteen 
men who presided over religion. Epodes it is believed, were 
written at the same time with Satires. They are "aggressive" 
like in their character; they are directed against individuals 
while satires contain "critioism of general application". In 
hie epodes, Horaoe follows Arahiloahus as he followed Luoilius 
in his Satires. He follows him, or rather imitates him in 
c.. ) I 
versification, acerbity and even in Ct-{6)(f o .A o 0 L<N the most 
known of all these Epodes is the fifth one, which tells of 
the torturing of a boy in a gloomy garden, lighted up by weird 
fires by Canidia the Sorceress. 
While Horace does not claim for himself the name in-
venter, in Satires, he is satisfied to follow Luailius. In 
his Odes he claims the laurel that belongs to the inventor 
"Prince£1 Aeolium Carmen ad Italos deduxisse modes." (Od.III 
30. 11). In their form, they are in conformi~y with the tra-
dition of early Greek writers who addressed their poems to a 
person, eo Horace's odes have always an object of address: a 
person, a God, an object, eta. In his Odes and Epodee, Horace 
ceases to follow Lucilius. His models are altogether Greek 
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but sometimes we come occasionally on a figure of speech 
or of fun which does not occur in Hellenic origin" Tyrell, 
after suggesting that "the fearful realism" that sometimes 
occurs in Horace's Odes, is due to Lucilian influence, says 
at the end:- "At present we can't find in them any trace of 
Lucilius except a line preserved to illustrate the meaning 
of sudum as applied to "fair weather". 
Now, before beginning to discuss some characteris-
tics of Horace's Lyric poetry, let us stop a little and see 
what critics say about the value of Horace's lyrics. T~ 
ideas are diametrically opposite. Some one says "Horace is 
only Horace in his Odes"; another says, "Real Horace is not 
found in his Odes". Some have praised the consumate grace and 
finish of the Odes", and others argue that Horace's Odes "are 
naught but exercises in the handling of the Greek meters." 
Another one proclaims them "Works of supreme art, stamped in 
nearly every line by genius." 
Horace, Whatever may be the opinions of his jealous 
critics (as is shown by his own statement mentioned above) re-
gards himself a "restorer" who "clothed the beauties of Lyric 
poetry in a Latin garb." The fact remains that Horace did this 
restoration well. He used arms cast by himself. His meters 
are so different in e~ent, arrangement, accent, - so magically 
artistic, so lyrical with all t ·hat they have defied imitation. 
"No attempt that has been made met even a moderate measure of 
success." 
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Some Characteristics of Lyric Horatian Poetry. 
1. Variety of meters. To this, besides his genius, 
Horace is owing the high ·range he occupies among the poets. 
The Latin language was offering him a perfect instrument for 
thi s ~urpose. The ancient languages present pointe of harmony 
that cannot be found in modern languages. The words were com-
? I ' 0 ' 0 \ posed . a. Ti o ~o..-~A-f Cvl ""'~ .(() ex. 'I.. ~<M 6 u /\ ~ ~"\? '! 
by the mingling, or union of these short and long syllables, 
a harmony is formed which, at the same time, is metrical. This 
gave to Horace an advantage over modern poets. Verses now are 
not measured by the quantity of their syllables but by their 
accent. So verse at the present time is not'rhythmio' but 
only 'metric' in constitution. Horace uses about 20 meters 
of which, however, the most common is the Sapphic, used in 
26 Odes, and the Alcaic or Horatian, used in 37 Odes. Some 
one, speaking about these meters in Odes, says, "And it is 
with these as with Bethoven's Sonatas; as these require long 
study and repeated hearing for appreciation, eo the Horatian 
Odes require to be read aloud and reread a score, - or hundreds 
of times, committed to memory and listened to, if their weird, 
bewildering melodies are to be felt." 
2. Variety of Subjects. I am not sure but it seems that 
it is Chateaubriand who said "that lyric poets are no compan-
ions of happy days." Horace lived through a time of revolu-
tions, civil wars, great catastrophes which produced upon his 
mind the deep feelings, the violent emotions which fed his geni-
us. 
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Horace chiefly deals with two great subjects;- Sometimes 
expresses "general eternal ideas" as some points of the Ep-
icurean philosophy."Carpe diem", Aureas mediooritae" vanit7 
of luxury, beauty of justice and virtue, fragility and fool-
ishness of man's life, eta., and sometimes deals with the 
same general ideas but in reference, more particularly to 
his times. The Odes that are dealing with the last kini of 
subjects give us a picture of the societ7 and life of Au-
gustus's times and throw light also on the political hietor7 
of the time. These are the most inspired and the most ori-
ginal of his Odes. The Tiber overflows, Caesar returns from 
a campaign, the soldiers of Cassius are happy with their 
Parthian wives, men build sumptious elaborate dwellings, a 
tree falls and nearly kills him, eto. All these give theme 
to Horace, and one who reads these Odes lives the times he 
lived. 
The topics Horace treats in his Ode are about 20. 
Most of these topics occur again ani again, like shortness of 
life, carpe diem, vanity of riches, vicissitudes of life, etc. 
But this repetition in ~he treatment of the same topics may 
be explained by the fact that these Odes were addressed to 
different persons, male and female, upon whose minds Horace 
wanted to imprint his teachings. 29 Odes are addressed to men 
friends, 19 to lady friends, 9 to Maecenas an& 6 to Augustus 
according to a statistic made by the Will. Greenwood. 
Few of the odes have for a subject love, wine, 
seasons, etc. The wine was a traditional theme in Greek lyric 
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poetry, and Horace speaks enthusiastically about the Bacchus 
present as it was shown in Horace's character as vinosus. 
As for his love odes a critic says: "Some odes seem to be 
inspired by love but we can pass them without notice because, 
to be sure, they are void of seriousness." Tyrell says: 
"For this particular department of his work it would be idle 
to claim sincerity and even the staunchest champions have 
abandoned the attempt. His love songs are bright, scentless 
flowers which charm the eye but do not carry to the heart 
that message of memory and association with which the perfume 
of flowers is charged.'' 
3. Greek "aroma" exhales from Horace's odes. Horace 
penetrated deeply into the very essence of the old Greek -
pre-Alexandrian poets. He sailed over to the new, old 
comedy and tragedy to the Aeolian masters Allacus and Sappho. 
According to William Greenwood he had his ear upon the lyres 
of Sappho and Alcaeus. (Odes I 9 - and Ode I. 14, are purely 
alcaeic). 
4. In the treatment of his topics in Odes, Horace uses 
the same way he uses in his Didactic works:- repetition, ra-
pidity of transition from gray to grave, digression, not fol-
lowing a faithfully connected "train of thought", flashes o£ 
genius, genial sympathy, felicity of wording, are the moat 
common characteristics of Horaoe 1 s Lyric Poetry. 
5. Horace appeals to all - thence his great popularity. 
He has broad, human sympathies, common sense and he is master 
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of his art. "His individuality contains something 
universal, his originality is common. He deserves our 
admiration because he felt like us, thought like us, and 
told it better than we could have done it:- Diffioile est 
propria communia dicere. '' 
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Conclusion. 
Horace, as we have seen in this brief sketch, 
"saw life whole" if not "steadily" as Matthew Arnold says 
about Sophocles. He knew country, being born in a small 
village, and later on being a small landlord. He knew 
city life by living and studying in the two centers of the 
ancient world, Rome and Athens. He was personally acquain-
ted, esteemed and loved by the greatest politicians, mili-
tary men and literary men of his age. He travelled ex-
tensively- He knew adversity and prosperity. Such a 
man as Horace, who knew life in all ita aspect , is entitled 
to give lessons to hie fellow creatures. 
He says no new things to men. He brings no 
message to the world. 
times said before him. 
He simply repeats what was many 
But being an artist of the first 
class, put whatever he said in forme, expressions and me-
ters, that defy the time. He adds charm to his work by 
putting himself into it. Whoever knows Horace's works, 
knows Horace himself. He is living almost in each line. 
He is a lovely, genial, smiling character. All who get 
acquainted with him can but become better for it. 
* * * * * * * * * * 
